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SWORDS of GARGANTUA Relaunch Live Announcement








SWORDS of GARGANTUA Relaunch Announcement








SWORDS OF GARGANTUA” Service Reopening






  
  
  The VR multiplayer sword-fighting action game "SWORDS of GARGANTUA" has just received a major summer update called "Tesseract Abyss 2". It comes with enhanced multiplayer elements and the introduction of new enemies, such as the majestic Galossus.

  




  
  
  VR multiplayer sword-fighting action game "Sword of Gargantua" gets a major spring update. The "Death Impact" feature will change your sword-fighting experience!
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VR ACTION
A real experience in the virtual world

Turn your controllers into a sword and a shield in the virtual world.

Every movement is reflected in the virtual space: the harder you swing, the stronger your damage becomes.

Time your movement wisely for some smooth counterattacks against enemies.

Wielding a sword in the VR world is an experience that goes beyond reality.












STORY
Long time ago, our land was ruined 
by the war between the Gods.

The Gods were defeated by the false gods 
they had created. 
The end was still far away.

The false gods keeps lurking and wandering 
in the darkness of the world to hunt the living beings...

The few remaining human beings escaped to a place 
where the Gods could not see them.

The only way for them to survive is 
to challenge the false gods and reclaim their land.

But this is no easy task. It is a narrow path for life, 
surrounded by the corpses of those who had fallen.

You are the man and the weapon 
that shapes destiny and protects life.

The One destined to become the sword 
that will destroy the false gods.


You are the "Weapon", the One who will destroy the false god "Gargantua"


















ADVENTURE MODE
Four-dimensional space,
 the Tesseract.

In the roguelike dungeon "Tesseract Abyss" 

 the battle changes each time you dive into it.

While battling against the oncoming 

enemy forces, the player aims

to defeat Gargantua, the false god who 

reigns in the deepest level (101st floor).

Your courage, or recklessness, 

are put to the test.
















Beyond
 the training

Gaining experience
 will increase your player's rank 

and your enhancement limit.

You can also power up weapons
 and abilities 
by using
 the rewards earned in battle.

Make sure to challenge
 the Gargantua 

with a group of
 trained friends.
















The false god

Gargantua, the giant god,
 stands 
in front of you
 as the last stronghold.

His overwhelming power terrifies
 
all adventurers.




































MULTIPLAYER
Cross-platform multiplayer support between 
Meta Quest and PC VR for up to 4 players.

Communicate with your friends using voice chat 
and emote actions.

Plus, up to 8 people can join 
in the online lounge at the same time.































WEAPONS
There is a total of 14 basic weapon categories.

Each weapon is designed differently: 
one-handed or two-handed, 

as well as different stats such as 

attack power and durability.

Choosing which weapon you use 

can make a big difference 

in your strategy.
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About SWORDS OF GARGANTUA


	PRICE
	Meta Quest / PCVR version $24.99
	AVAILABLE LANGUAGES
	Japanese / English / French / Chinese / Korean
	GENRE
	VR online arena-combat action
	PLAYER
	1-4
	SUPPORTED SYSTEMS
	Meta Quest 2,Quest,
Rift S,Rift,

Valve Index,HTC VIVE,Windows Mixed Reality,

PlayStation VR (end of service)




























